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Abstract 
The recent discussion on “Digital Mine” (DM) and “Next Generation Network” (NGN) has made them the hot topics in both the 
research area of mining and communication network. Then the concept of “Mine Next Generation Network” (MNGN) came up. 
Following the idea of MNGN, It was also proved to be so clear that the DM integrated transmission platform should be set up 
first to work as carrier platform. And it was called Mine Next Generation Network Transmission Layer Platform (MNGN-TLP) 
in this paper. RPR technology was preferred for transmission construction in MNGN-TLP. But RPR was lack in the transmission 
between rings. 
In this paper, we establish the frame structure for MNGN-TLP. On this basis, some crucial technologies in the transmission layer 
were put more emphasis on. We propose a ring-label based inter-ring transmission method for inter-ring transmission.  
The proposed loose explicit routing algorithm works well for inter-ring transmission. Each ring in the network has its own ring 
label. The labels of each ring that the packets would pass by were recorded by reverse order in the header of the packet, which 
helps to build up the path for the reply packet.  
Based on the scheme, we built up the simulation platform for inter-ring transmission of MNGN-TLP platform in NS2 
environment for validation. The packets transmitted between rings can reach the destination correctly with small delay. 
 
Keywords: inter-ring transmission; mine next generation network; resilient packet ring 
1. Introduction 
The recent discussion on “Digital Mine” (DM) and “Next Generation Network” (NGN) has made them the hot 
topics in both the research area of mining and communication network [1-2]. And in mining production, 
communication has become more and more important. Then the concept of “Mine Next Generation Network” 
(MNGN) came up. In the aspect of network topology, MNGN was preferred to be ring to ring connection. 
Following the idea of MNGN, It was also proved to be so clear that the DM integrated transmission platform should 
be set up first to work as carrier platform. The platform here was called Mine Next Generation Network 
Transmission Layer Platform (MNGN-TLP) [3-6]. RPR technology has been recommended to act as the key 
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technology for MNGN-TLP. Since RPR technology focuses on inner ring transmission, it is lack in the transmission 
between rings. But in MNGN, there’s also much data needs inter-ring transmission. So if we want to follow the 
model of RPR technology, we should first find a better resolution for inter-ring transmission with high efficiency 
and reliability at lower cost.  
To address the above challenges, the idea similar to loose explicit routing technology is followed and improved 
in the design of ring-label based inter-ring transmission. Each ring in the network should have its own ring label. 
The labels of these rings that the packets would pass by are recorded by reverse order in the header of the packet. 
Following the idea the general data frame format was defined. It was compatible with RPR canonicals frame. And in 
comparison with the current bridging scheme defined in IEEE802.17, the leveled tree based inter-connection scheme 
in WAN and dual MAC module based multi-ring connection scheme defined in patents, the ring-label based inter-
ring transmission scheme put more emphasis on the “quick forwarding” in hardware implementation and robustness 
of network, so it was more flexible, with less transmission delay. 
In the second section of this paper, the basic network compositions and topology of MNGN-TLP is given. It is a 
network composed of multiple rings. Each ring consists of several normal nodes while each ring is connected to 
another one by an exchange node. 
In the third section, we describe the establishment of the global topology map of a MNGN. In the meanwhile, the 
building of the global topology map table will be depicted briefly.  
In the forth section, we present a routing discovery method which is similar to loose explicit routing technology 
to implement inter-ring transmission. Based on the discovered routing, we can transmit data between nodes of 
different rings. 
In the fifth section, we implement the inter-ring transmission in NS2 network simulation environment, and the 
performance of ring-label based inter-ring transmission was implemented and validated. 
The last section is a conclusion for this paper. 
2. MNGN-TLP topology and compositions 
2.1. MNGN-TLP Topology 
In mining production one underground level is always regarded as a unit. And in MNGN-TLP, a pure ring is 
always built for a single level [7]. With this hypothesis, a pure ring of MNGN-TLP will not have many nodes, which 
makes the topology of the whole mine corporation to be multi-connected rings, as is illustrated in Fig. 1.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. The topology of MNGN-TLP 
2.2. MNGN-TLP Compositions 
For the sake of simplicity in description, we have three definitions here. 
First, each ring in MNGN-TLP is called sub-ring. And a multiple ring network should have more than two sub-
rings in it. Each sub-ring is connected to each other tangently, and is distributed a unique integer m to denote the 
exact sub-ring, and . m is also regarded as the sub-ring label. The label of each sub-ring is sure not to be 
the same. 
Second, there are two types of nodes in each sub-ring, one type is normal node and the other is exchange node. 
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Exchange nodes are located in the tangent point of sub-rings, which are the keys to connect the sub-rings. And 
exchange nodes have two MAC modules, which are distributed in tangent connected sub-rings. Each normal node 
has a unique label while each exchange node has two labels. We can see more detail in Fig. 2. 
 
Fig. 2. Illustration for marginal sub-rings 
Third, there will always exist some sub-rings only having one active exchange node. These sub-rings locate on 
the margin of MNGN-TLP, thereby they are called marginal sub-rings in our case.  
According to the above definition, the network in Fig. 2 consists of six sub-rings, which are labeled 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
and 6. And sub-rings labeled 3, 4 and 6 are marginal sub-rings. In the sub-ring labeled 2, there are six nodes, and the 
nodes labeled 1, 4 and 6 are exchange nodes. They have two labels for each side. 
For convenience, we can use the combination of sub-ring label and node label to indicate the exact location of a 
node. For example, we use (m, x) to indicate the node x in sub-ring m in Fig. 1. 
In order to transmit data between different nodes in different sub-rings, the routing between the nodes should first 
be established. Obviously, the basis for inter-ring routing is the establishment of MNGN-TLP global topology. 
3. Built up of MNGN-TLP global topology 
The global topology pattern of MNGN-TLP is composed of the inner-ring topology patterns of all the involved 
sub-rings. Therefore, before the start of global topology discovery process, each sub-ring should have its own inner-
ring topology pattern first. Based on inner-ring topology pattern, sub-rings act as marginal sub-rings are designed to 
start the global topology discovery process. Marginal sub-rings will send out the global topology discovery 
command to all their neighbor sub-rings. And the command will be handed over one by one, until it reaches another 
marginal sub-ring. Each sub-ring will respond to the global topology discovery command by filling its own inner-
ring topology pattern into the global topology pattern. Each side of exchange nodes will have the copy of global 
topology pattern, which is to be updated after each global topology discovery command arrives. 
3.1. Inter-ring automatic topology discovery chain 
The global automatic topology discovery record is maintained by the exchange nodes. Each MAC side of 
exchange node is responsible for the global topology pattern. For example, in Fig. 2, the exchange node A will 
maintain two automatic topology discovery chains which include all the information of exchange nodes in the same 
sub-ring, one of the automatic topology discovery chain is shown in Table 1. 
Table 1. Automatic topology discovery chain of the node A MAC in sub-ring 2 
Node label 1 
Hops in sub-ring 0 0 3 5 
Hops in sub-ring 1 0 3 1 
Current side MAC 00-10-A4-97-A8-DE 00-10-A4-97-A8-AC 00-10-A4-97-A8-AB 
Back side MAC 00-10-A4-97-A8-EF 00-10-A4-97-A8-BD 00-10-A4-97-A8-BC 
Back sub-ring label 1 3 4 
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And the global topology pattern is made up of all the topology record of each sub-ring, which makes the update 
of topology pattern be easier. The record of sub-ring 1 in Fig. 2 is shown in Table 2. 
Table 2. Record of first sub-network in inter-ring automatic topology discovery status chain 
Sub-ring label 1 
Offset of next record 33 
Sub-ring node # 4 
Node label 1 2 3 6 
Current MAC 00-10-A4-97-A8-CE 00-10-A4-97-A8-AD 00-10-A4-97-A9-AB 00-10-A4-97-A9-CB 
Each sub-ring’s record in the topology chain is composed of five fields: 
• Sub-ring label field occupies 1 byte, which records the sub-ring label of the corresponding record. 
• Offset of next record also uses 1 byte, which points to the start of another sub-ring’s record. The exact byte 
makes the update of global topology pattern easier. 
• Sub-ring node # also uses 1 byte, which shows the number of normal nodes involved in the sub-ring. 
• Node label uses 1 byte, which shows the node label. 
• Current MAC occupies 6 bytes, which records the MAC address of the corresponding node. 
That’s why the values in Table 2 exist for sub-ring 1 in Fig. 2. 
3.2. Inter-ring automatic topology discovery frame format 
The global topology pattern of MNGN-TLP is recorded in each exchange node. And the frame format of MNGN-
TLP inter-ring automatic topology discovery is made up with the automatic topology discovery chains of all the sub-
rings, as is shown in Fig. 3. 
 
Fig. 3. MNGN-TLP inter-ring automatic topology discovery frame format 
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This kind of frame is only transmitted in sub-rings. It will be re-generated once it arrives at exchange node. Each 
exchange node will update the frame in order to maintain the global topology pattern. 
4. Inter-ring Transmission method in MNGN-TLP 
4.1. Ring-label based routing frame format in MNGN-TLP 
RPR general frame format is improved here for inter-ring transmission [8-9]. The MSB bit of TTL field in ring 
control field is extracted as “XI” field. “XI” field is designed for inter-ring transmission indication. If “XI” is 1, then 
the destination of the packet is not in the current sub-ring, which means the packet needs inter-ring transmission. If 
“XI” is 0, then the packet does not need inter-ring transmission. 
 
Fig. 4. (a) Ring control field of canonical RPR; (b) Ring control field of MNGN-TLP 
The comparison of canonical RPR’s ring control field and MNGN-TLP’s ring control field is shown in Fig. 4. 
In order to enhance the inter-ring transmission performance in MNGN-TLP, the header of the frame is also 
defined [10], as is shown in Fig. 5.  
 
Fig. 5. Inter-ring frame format 
The inter-ring control field is composed of inter-ring transmission level and ring-label based routing field. The 
inter-ring transmission level indicates the number of sub-rings that the packet should pass by. The ring-label based 
routing field indicates the label of the sub-rings that the packet should pass by. Therefore, the inter-ring transmission 
level also means the inter-ring TTL of the packet. It will decrease by one when the packet passes by a sub-ring. If it 
already decreases to 0, but in the current sub-ring, it can not reach the destination, we will discard the packet in 
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avoidance that the packet will be transmitted between sub-rings forever. 
The ring-label based routing field indicates the routing of the packet, and it is built up based on pseudo loose 
explicit routing technology. 
4.2. Pseudo loose explicit routing technology for inter-ring transmission 
The ring-label based routing field indicates the sub-ring labels that the packet passes by. But the labels are 
recorded reversely, which can discard the passed sub-ring labels one by one during transmission. In this way the 
sub-rig control field will be totally discarded when the packet reaches its destination sub-ring. It is compatible with 
the canonical RPR frame format, which makes the inner-ring transmission to be same for inner-ring packet and 
inter-ring packet [11]. 
For example, a packet needs to be transmitted from the node 6 in sub-ring 5 to node 5 in sub-ring 4 in Fig. 2. And 
the change of frame header is shown in Fig. 6. 
   
Fig. 6. (a) Header in sub-ring 5; (b) Header in sub-ring 1; (c) Header in sub-ring 2; (d) Header in sub-ring 4 
When the packet enters the ring network from node (5, 6), the format of the packet’s header is shown in Fig. 6(a). 
“XI” field is set to 1 while “TTL” field is set to 3. The packet should pass by 3 sub-rings to reach node (4, 5). And 
the passed sub-rings are sub-ring 1, sub-ring 2 and sub-ring 4, which are recorded in the header reversely. Each time 
the packet pass by a sub-ring, “TTL” field and ring-control field should be modified, as is shown in Fig. 6(b~d). 
After the packet reaches the destination sub-ring 4, the “inter-ring control” field is cleared and “XI” is cleared to 0. 
In the meanwhile, the “RI” field and “TTL” field are set to zero and one separately for inner-ring transmission. 
In this way, the inter-ring transmission is implemented in MNGN-TLP. 
5. Simulation 
The inter-ring transmission method is implemented in NS2 based MNGN-TLP platform, as is shown in Fig. 7. 
Digital traffic used for simulation is generated according to the supervision information and audio information in 
mine communication. And the results of fully loaded MNGN-TLP are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. 
 
Fig. 7. MNGN Simulation platform of MNGN-TLP inter-ring transmission delay 
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 Fig. 8. Inter-ring transfer delay characteristic curve of digital traffic between node (I,1) to node (II,3) 
 
Fig. 9. Inter-ring transfer delay characteristic curve of audio traffic between node (I,1) to node(II,3) 
From the simulation results, we can see that the average delay of supervision traffic is about 60 us while the 
average delay of audio traffic is 6.4 ms. It meets the requirement of mine safety production quite well. 
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